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Catullus: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide 2010-05-01 this ebook is a
selective guide designed to help scholars and students of the ancient world find
reliable sources of information by directing them to the best available scholarly
materials in whatever form or format they appear from books chapters and journal
articles to online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading
international authority on the subject the ebook provides bibliographic information
supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial
commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated a reader will
discover for instance the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic
and the most important publications on various areas of scholarly interest within
this topic in classics as in other disciplines researchers at all levels are drowning in
potentially useful scholarly information and this guide has been created as a tool
for cutting through that material to find the exact source you need this ebook is
just one of many articles from oxford bibliographies online classics a continuously
updated and growing online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance
through the scholarship and other materials relevant to the study of classics oxford
bibliographies online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and
humanities for more information visit aboutobo com
Catullus 1990 this edition of eighty poems of catullus is designed for college
students an introduction deals with the life of catullus his indebtedness to
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alexandrian poetry and the later history of the poems the commentary interprets
the poems in the light of modern linguistic and literary scholarship the latin text
comes from the oxford classical text edition edited by roger mynors
The Poems of Catullus 1931 oxford readings in catullus is a collection of articles
that represent a sampling of the most interesting and important work on catullus
from around 1950 to 2000 together with three very short pieces from the
renaissance the readings selected for their intrinsic interest and importance are
intended to be thought provoking and in some cases provocative and to challenge
readers to look at catullus in different ways they demonstrate a number of
approaches stylistic historical literary historical new critical and theoretical of
several flavours such hermeneutic diversity is particularly appropriate in the case
of catullus whose oeuvre is famously some might say notoriously varied in length
genre tone and subject matter the collection as a whole demonstrates what has
interested catullus readers in the last half century and suggests some of the ways
in which they might approach his poetry in the future it is accompanied by an
introduction by julia haig gaisser on themes in catullan criticism from 1950 to
2000
Catullus 2007-09-14 catullus is one of the liveliest and most appealing roman poets
his emotion charm and apparent spontaneity resonate with readers as strongly
today as in antiquity this sophisticated literary and historical introduction brings
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catullus to life for the modern reader and presents his poetry in all its variety of
emotions subjects and styles places catullus in a social historical and literary
context examines catallus s style and subjects and provides a literary introduction
to his major themes of love social life and politics discusses the reception of the
poems by translators and interpreters
Catullus in the XIVth Century 1905 one of the most versatile of roman poets
catullus wrote verse of an almost unparalleled diversity and stylistic agility from
the brevity of the epigram to the sustained elegance of the elegy this collection
contains all of catullus extant work and includes his lyrics to the notorious clodia
metelli married seductive and corrupt charting the course from rapturous delight
in a new affair to the torment of love gone sour poems to his young friend iuventius
and longer verse such as the extraordinary tale of attis a greek youth who
castrates himself in a fit of religious ecstasy ranging from the tender moving and
passionate to the vicious and even obscene these are poems of astonishingly
modern force and content
Selections from Catullus 1921 in this 1876 commentary robinson ellis portrays
the life and work of catullus whose poetry illuminates the last years of the roman
republic ellis examines the sources and textual history of the poems discusses
influences and metre and speculates on the identity of the poet s beloved lesbia
Catullus 2012-02-20 catullus life was akin to pulp fiction in julius caesar s rome he
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engages in a stormy affair with a consul s wife he writes her passionate poems of
love hate and jealousy the consul a vehement opponent of caesar dies under
suspicious circumstances the merry widow romances numerous young men
catullus is drawn into politics and becomes a cocky critic of caesar writing poems
that dub julius a low life pig and a pervert not surprisingly soon after no more is
heard of catullus david mulroy brings to life the witty poignant and brutally direct
voice of a flesh and blood man a young provincial in the eternal city reacting to
real people and events in a rome full of violent conflict among individuals marked
by genius and megalomaniacal passions mulroy s lively rhythmic translations of the
poems are enhanced by an introduction and commentary that provide biographical
and bibliographical information about catullus a history of his times a discussion of
the translations and definitions and notes that ease the way for anyone who is not
a latin scholar
The Poems 2004-09-30 a d hope had a next to lifelong love for the poetry of gaius
valerius catullus one of the greatest roman satirists and erotic poets whose on
again off again love affair wth the woman he called lesbia is one of the most
memorable in classical literature
Catullus 1988 catullus life was akin to pulp fiction in julius caesar s rome he
engages in a stormy affair with a consul s wife he writes her passionate poems of
love hate and jealousy the consul a vehement opponent of caesar dies under
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suspicious circumstances the merry widow romances numerous young men
catullus is drawn into politics and becomes a cocky critic of caesar writing poems
that dub julius a low life pig and a pervert not surprisingly soon after no more is
heard of catullus david mulroy brings to life the witty poignant and brutally direct
voice of a flesh and blood man a young provincial in the eternal city reacting to
real people and events in a rome full of violent conflict among individuals marked
by genius and megalomaniacal passions mulroy s lively rhythmic translations of the
poems are enhanced by an introduction and commentary that provide biographical
and bibliographical information about catullus a history of his times a discussion of
the translations and definitions and notes that ease the way for anyone who is not
a latin scholar
A Commentary on Catullus 2010-07 of all the classical poets gaius valerius
catullus c 84 54 bc is the most accessible to the modern reader presented
alongside the original latin text this new translation reflects catullus mastery of
poetic forms as diverse as the lyric the inventive epigram and the romantic legend
and shows his passionate and sometimes dedicated to his lover lesbia this edition
also includes an introduction to the poet s life and work and full explanatory notes
The Complete Poetry of Catullus 2002-05-20 this reader is designed for
students moving from elementary or intermediate latin into reading the authentic
latin of catullus it contains selections from 18 catullus poems passages are
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accompanied by pre reading materials grammatical exercises complete vocabulary
notes designed for reading comprehension and other reading aids introductory
materials including a section on catullan meters and illustrations are included
The Shorter Poems of Gaius Valerius Catullus 2007 in this companion international
scholars provide a comprehensive overview that reflects the most recent trends in
catullan studies explores the work of catullus one of the best roman lyric poets
provides discussions about production genre style and reception as well as
interpretive essays on key poems and groups of poems grounds catullus in the
socio historical world around him chapters challenge received wisdom present
original readings and suggest new interpretations of biographical evidence
A Prosopography to Catullus 1955 clodia the beautiful metelli s lineage is
comparable to a current british royal by the reckoning of the imperial biographer
suetonius the patrician claudii amassed during the lifetime of the republic a total
of twenty eight consulships five dictatorships seven censorships six triumphs and
two ovations skinner wiseman summarizes m ulier nobilis noble woman is putting
it mildly this daughter of the patrician claudii was not merely a member of an
ornamental social élite but at the heart of the ruling class of the roman republic
clodia is also the object of a lifelong obsession of the greatest love poet of ancient
rome the emotionally volatile gaius the puppy catullus whose term of endearment
for his inamorata is lesbia an allusion to the poetess sappho of the isle of lesbos
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and during the final decades of his life the golden age of roman literature s
greatest writer of prose conservative stalwart marcus tullius chick pea cicero also
is preoccupied with clodia in his censorious and envious fashion in addition to her
activities as poetess playwright and patroness of younger men of various talents
austin clodia is involved in radical politics via promoting the career of her youngest
brother clodius pretty boy pulcher an effete demagogue who is not above
employing his mob of plebeian followers to influence political outcomes according
to cicero clodia has enjoyed a special relationship with her pretty little brother
since their youth even by the standards of ancient rome clodia is controversial and
the controversy continues to the present day in contradiction to the testimonia of
both cicero and catullus skinner the leading authority on clodia writes t he clodia
of history turns out to be the direct antithesis of the clodia of myth and it is hard to
think of her as the victim of unruly passions she seems on the contrary firmly in
control of her own life based upon the extant record it does appear that clodia is
not the victim of anyone or anything rather it seems that her cuckold husband
swifty celer a military commander and consul of the roman empire catullus the
febrile new poet the tall temperamental russet haired caelius and cicero the great
orator and former consul driven into exile for a time by clodia s brother clodius in
one way or another are her victims at all events the irreducible fact is that
however much either or both of cicero and catullus may be exaggerating the
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sensational elements of clodia s conduct no other woman of the ancient west has
inspired so much rousing prose and arousing poetry by two authors who know her
personally catullus begins carmen 5 the first in which he addresses clodia as lesbia
let s live and let s love my lesbia and prize the prattle of all the prudish prunes at a
penny alas catullus be careful what you wish for rusty caelius catullus s boyhood
friend as well as cicero s prodigal former protege eventually supersedes catullus in
lesbia s affections concurrently with her husband s mysterious death three years
later clodia is in the roman forum accusing caelius of having attempted to poison
her following the likely guilty caelius s acquittal due to his counsel cicero s
blistering attack on clodia s morals catullus composes song poem 67 the central
focus of this work the door it might candidly be subtitled and that s not all unsure
himself what to believe with gleeful malice the jilted catullus s song poem puts in
the mouth of a talkative front door of clodia s original marital home in catullus s
native verona the shocking slave girl gossip emanating from within both regarding
the true nature of clodia s marriage to celer the cuckolded consul and the real
reason clodia has accused caelius of trying to poison her
The Complete Poetry of Catullus 2002-07-15 gaius valerius catullus is one of
rome s greatest surviving poets and also one of the most popular latin authors
comprehensive treatments of his work have been hindered however by the
problems posed by the catutllan collection as it has come down to us although
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many scholars now believe that catullus did publish his verse in one or more small
volumes libelli the theory that these books were rearranged after his death means
that individual pieces continue to be read and analyzed separately without
reference to their placement within the collection skinner challenges this theory of
posthumous editorship by offering a unified reading of catullus elegiac poetry
poems 65 116 in our collection and arguing that it constitutes what was once a
separately circulated libellus whose authorial arrangement has been preserved
intact purportedly issued from the poet s native city verona to his roman
readership the volume presents itself as a valedictory this reading of the elegiac
collection represents a major departure in catullan studies the methodological
contention that catullus elegiac poems are better approached as a single cohesive
poetic statement makes this book a valuable new contribution to catullan
scholarship
Select Poems of Catullus 1880 a new holistic reading of catullus emerges from
convincing solutions to centuries old problems concerning the nature of his
surviving text
The Poems of Catullus 2008-10-09 peter green is an outstanding translator the
reader s excited anticipation of pleasure and instruction on receiving a new
translation of a latin poet by green is not disappointed this is a labor of love which
makes catullus accessible to the latinless reader and more familiar to those who
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can read latin susan treggiari stanford university for almost half a century peter
green has been one of the finest of all modern translators of classical verse his
catullus is well up to his usual form recapturing for a contemporary audience the
wit malice erudition and erotic charm of the latin original mary beard author of the
parthenon
Catullus 2006-01-01 this book provides specially commissioned in depth
discussions of the poetry of catullus from ten leading latin scholars
A Companion to Catullus 2010-12-13 this ebook is a selective guide designed to
help scholars and students of the ancient world find reliable sources of information
by directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or
format they appear from books chapters and journal articles to online archives
electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international authority on the
subject the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct
recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial commentary to
make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated a reader will discover for
instance the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic and the most
important publications on various areas of scholarly interest within this topic in
classics as in other disciplines researchers at all levels are drowning in potentially
useful scholarly information and this guide has been created as a tool for cutting
through that material to find the exact source you need this ebook is just one of
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many articles from oxford bibliographies online classics a continuously updated
and growing online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through
the scholarship and other materials relevant to the study of classics oxford
bibliographies online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and
humanities for more information visit aboutobo com
Behind Lesbia's Door: Her Slave-Girls' Shocking Revelations: The 700-Year-Old
Mystery of Catullus's Song-Poem 67 Solved Via Cicero's Pro Cae 2012-08-01 one of
the most versatile of roman poets catullus wrote verse of an almost unparalleled
diversity and stylistic agility from the brevity of the epigram to the sustained
elegance of the elegy this collection contains all of catullus extant work and
includes his lyrics to the notorious clodia metelli married seductive and corrupt
charting the course from rapturous delight in a new affair to the torment of love
gone sour poems to his young friend iuventius and longer verse such as the
extraordinary tale of attis a greek youth who castrates himself in a fit of religious
ecstasy ranging from the tender moving and passionate to the vicious and even
obscene these are poems of astonishingly modern force and content for more than
seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the
english speaking world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
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introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors as
well as up to date translations by award winning translators
Catullus in Verona 2003 in the first collection to be devoted to this subject a
distinguished cast of contributors explores expurgation in both greek and latin
authors in ancient and modern times the major focus is on the period from the
seventeenth to the twentieth century with chapters ranging from early greek lyric
and aristophanes through lucretius horace martial and catullus to the expurgation
of schoolboy texts the loeb classical library and the penguin classics the
contributors draw on evidence from the papers of editors and on material in
publishing archives the introduction discusses both the different types of
expurgation and how it differs from related phenomena such as censorship
Catullus Through his Books 2020-03-19 comprehensive coverage accessible to
students and non specialists of one of the most popular poets of classical antiquity
The Poems of Catullus 2007-08 catullus is one of the liveliest and most appealing
roman poets his emotion charm and apparent spontaneity resonate with readers as
strongly today as in antiquity this sophisticated literary and historical introduction
brings catullus to life for the modern reader and presents his poetry in all its
variety of emotions subjects and styles places catullus in a social historical and
literary context examines catallus s style and subjects and provides a literary
introduction to his major themes of love social life and politics discusses the
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reception of the poems by translators and interpreters
Catullus 2012-10-18 this is the ocr endorsed publication from bloomsbury for the
latin as and a level group 3 prescription of catullus poems 5 6 7 8 10 11 17 40 70
76 85 88 89 91 and 107 and the a level group 4 prescription of poems 1 34 62 and
64 lines 124 264 giving full latin text commentary and vocabulary with a detailed
introduction that also covers the prescribed poems to be read in english for a level
the poetry of catullus is some of the most accessible and vivid literature ever
composed yeats described his poems as ones which young men tossing on their
beds rhymed out in love s despair to flatter beauty s ignorant ear and this selection
reveals a writer baring his feelings on the page in lines of unforgettable force he is
rude and crude when he wants to be but also elegant and wistful sometimes in the
same poem above all he recreates what it was to be a young poet in the heady
world of the roman republic resources are available on the companion website
Catullus 1968 of the greek and latin love poets propertius c 50 10 b c is one of
those who holds the most immediate appeal for the twentieth century reader his
helpless infatuation for the sinister figure of his mistress cynthia forms the main
subject of his poetry and is analyzed with a tormented but witty grandeur in all its
changing moods from ecstasy to suicidal despair this study includes english verse
translations of his work along with a chronology explanatory notes and a brief
bibliography
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Latin Poetry: From the Beginnings through the End of the Republic: Oxford
Bibliographies Online Research Guide 2010-05-01 explores the series of classic
commentaries on the most important latin texts published by oxford university
press between 1933 and 1976 this book uncovers the individual and often
surprising stories behind these publications and brings out the personalities and
negotiations that shaped them
Select poems of Catullus, ed. by F.P. Simpson 1880 argues that catullus adapts
roman comedy to explore private ideas about love friendship and social rivalry
The Poems 2006-07-06 first published in 2004 routledge is an imprint of taylor
francis an informa company
Expurgating the Classics 2014-06-20 this book is an attempt to read the poems of
gaius valerius catullus in his own context to look at the poet and his works against
the cultural realities of the first century bc as recent advances in historical
research allow us to understand them catullus own social background the
circumstances of the literary life of his time the true extent of his works and the
variety of audiences he addressed these and other questions are explored by
professor wiseman with new and startling results contemporary high society and
politics are illustrated through clodia and caelius rufus considered not as mere
adjuncts to catullus story but as significant historical personalities in their own
right a final chapter on nineteenth and twentieth century interpretations of
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catullus world shows how anachronistic preconceptions have prevented a proper
understanding of it and made this radical reappraisal necessary anyone with a
serious interest in latin literature or roman history will want to read this book
students in the upper levels of school or at university will find it essential
background reading to their work on catullus and cicero s pro caelio
The Cambridge Companion to Catullus 2021-04-29 an up to date translation of
catullus with a contemporary feel that showcases his radical voice and edgy
sensibility
Catullus 2012-02-15
Catullus 1968
Catullus: A Selection of Poems 2021-03-25
The Poems 1999
Oxford Reds 2006-06-22
Latin Poetry from Catullus to Claudian 1965
Catullus and Roman Comedy 2021-01-21
Students Catullus 2013-04-11
Catullus and His World 1987
Catullus 1965
The Poems of Catullus 2015-06-11
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